
A robust solution to handle payout processes and the related 
workflow efficiently. Make single and mass payouts quickly and 

easily with a wide range of payout options to choose from.

Payouts

One 

integration

A single integration opens 
endless payout 
capabilities. 

No 

vendor lock

Work with multiple 
payment partners for 
continuity of operations.

Unified 

payout data

Access payout data 
originating from diverse 
sources.

High 

success rates

Orchestrate cash flows 
across payment providers 
and acquiring banks.

Any
payment provider payment method payment flow fiat crypto currency

How to make payouts with Corefy?
We provide you with out-of-the-box access to any payout tool you might think of to make both manual 
and automated payouts. You can create payout invoices to initiate transactions manually, initiate payouts 
buy a token, upload a batch file to pay out to an unlimited amount of recipients simultaneously and 
regardless of the payout method, and even split a single large payout into multiple transactions. 

What makes this payout solution stand out? 
Uncover the benefits of smart processing features to streamline your payout processes:

Set up optimal routing schemes to automatically forward each transaction to the most efficient route.

Use cascading to reroute each transaction until successful completion, minimising declines and 
achieving independence from technical issues on PSP's side.

Easily handle bulk payouts with splitting, completing them through multiple providers and methods.

With seamless currency conversion, customers can receive payouts in preferred currencies, while you 
settle your balance in the currency of your choice.

Explore all capabilities

https://corefy.com/
https://corefy.com/payouts


How to earn money with Payouts?
Get the most out of our Payouts and earn additional income by offering this effective service to your 
merchants. You’re free to set up the desired fee size for your merchants. 

You’ll get a complete set of solutions needed to sell the service, starting from the Merchant portal, an 
intuitive interface for your merchants to monitor and manage their transactions, ending with a convenient 
virtual balances overview and reporting capabilities. 

How to keep track of all transactions?
Access detailed information on every transaction and its lifecycle through Dashboard, a feature-rich user 
interface to run day-to-day operations without coding. Make a few clicks to effortlessly accumulate the 
needed data into automatic reports and use it for further analysis.

Advanced platform-wide search

Callbacks for updates on transaction status changes

Team activity log

Provider statements and logs

Direct access to a unified database

Instant alerts when reaching crucial figures 

Schedule a demo
How to get started?
See how it works and ask any questions you might 
have on an online demo.
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